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Introduction
• Section (§)15.5 – governs Site Plan 

Approvals and Bonus Provisions

• Through incentive zoning enabling 
legislation, the County Board may 
approve site plans that follow 
regulations in applicable zoning 
districts for height and density above 
by-right development.

• County Board may also approve 
bonuses above those site plan limits 
and may also modify use regulations.

• This is a review of the bonus 
provisions with the goal to update 
and clarify how these will be used in 
the future to implement the 
Comprehensive Plan.

1. Objectives
2. Background
3. Alternatives
4. Proposed Amendments
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Introduction
• Bonus height and density is generally allowed for office, residential, hotel, 

and mixed-use development in exchange for the realization of County goals 
and other community features and improvements. 

• §15.5.9 allows bonus density and height for affordable housing and 
community facilities 

Improvement/Amenity Use Additional Density 
Maximum

Additional Height
Maximum

Affordable Housing Office 0.25 FAR up to 
10% of GFA

--

Community Facilities Office 0.25 FAR 3 stories
Hotel 10% 3 stories
Multi-family 
Residential

10% 3 stories

Combination of 
Affordable Housing & 
Comm. Facilities

Office 0.25 FAR 6 stories
Multi-family 
Residential

25% 6 stories
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Introduction
• §15.5.7 has been used to approve additional density for site plan 

projects to achieve improvements related to transportation, LEED, 
and park and open space improvements and other purposes on a 
project-by-project basis. 

– Bonuses in §15.5.7 are not limited by a maximum density cap.  

• The existing regulations have limited the County’s ability to benefit 
from contributions to achieve the County’s affordable housing goals, 
while allowing additional, potentially unlimited, density for other 
community improvements and features.  

– Resulted in the use of §15.5.7 for bonus density rather than solely for 
intended purpose of this section to allow modification of use regulations.
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Study Objectives
1. Utilize bonus density to achieve County goals and priorities outlined in the 

Comprehensive Plan, adopted Sector and Area Plans, and other County 
policies and initiatives, primarily to advance affordable housing and meet 
public infrastructure and facility needs;

2. Provide equal opportunities to obtain contributions of affordable housing 
and community facilities for residential, office/commercial, and hotel 
development and minimize foregone opportunities due to imbalanced 
incentives; 

3. Eliminate reliance on ACZO §15.5.7 for the purpose of earning additional 
density; 

4. Clarify and expand the terminology used to convey the intent of 
community facilities eligible for additional density in keeping with adopted 
County Board policies; and

5. Maintain densities and development patterns generally consistent with the 
policies set forth by the General Land Use Plan.
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Background
• Bonus density for 

affordable/moderate 
income was introduced 
decades ago and adjusted 
over time

• Green building incentives 
(i.e., LEED) emerged in 
early 2000s; policy 
changes have adjusted the 
incentive levels

• Bonuses have been 
approved for public open 
space contributions

1969
Allowed for additional height of up to six stories 
and/or additional density of up to 10% for moderate-
income housing at on- or off-site locations.

1973
Allowed the County Board to approve in-lieu tax 
relief/rent supplement payments for moderate-
income housing.

1981 Increased the maximum bonus density for moderate-
income housing from 10% to 15%. 

1991

Expanded the uses that qualify for bonus density by 
adding a 0.25 FAR bonus density cap for office site 
plan projects that provide contributions for moderate-
income housing. The additional 0.25 FAR could not 
exceed 10% of the total gross floor area permitted 
under the site plan nor achieve additional height.

2001
Added “low” to “low- and moderate-income housing;” 
Increased the residential cap from 15% to 25% when 
low- or moderate-income housing units are provided.
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Analysis
• §15.5.9 – Additional Building Height and Density

– Uneven levels of bonus density towards affordable housing for 
residential (25%) and office (0.25 FAR) projects

– No bonus density toward affordable housing permitted for hotel projects

– Uneven levels of bonus density towards community facilities for 
residential (10%), motel (10%), or office (0.25 FAR) projects

– Bonus height – up to 6 stories towards affordable housing

– Bonus height – up to 3 stories toward community facilities

– Bonus heights do not always match County Board adopted 
plans/policies where taller heights are anticipated

– Missed opportunities to realize important County goals for affordable 
housing and community facilities
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Analysis
• §15.5.7 – Modifications and Transfers

– Implementation issues

– Used to modify use regulations (i.e., building placement, parking) 

– Used to approve bonus density/height towards open space and LEED

– Used to approve bonus density/height for other site-specific reasons 
where additional density was requested beyond limitations of §15.5.9 

– Opportunity to clarify use of this section for site/building modifications 
moving forward and reorganize bonus provisions into one consolidated 
section §15.5.9
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Analysis
• Community facility list is narrow

– 15.5.7 – “provisions for open space”
– 15.5.9.B – “facilities may include, but not be limited to, the provision of 

space for a library, fire or police station, public school facility, public 
transit, or community recreation or health center.  Such community 
facilities may be provided at appropriate off-site locations.”

• Opportunity to redefine the list of community facilities
– “facilities may include, but not be limited to, the provision of space for a 

library; fire or police station; public school facility; public transit facility
transportation facilities and improvements, public open space; or 
community recreation or health center.  Such community facilities may 
be provided on-site or at appropriate off-site locations”
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Alternatives for allowing Additional 
Bonus Density and Bonus Height

1. Eliminate bonus density maximums and bonus height

2. Equalize bonus density and height maximums 
2A. Raise maximum cap for affordable housing and community facilities 
evenly to 25% for residential, office, and hotel projects; Raise bonus 
height for community facilities to 6 stories 

2B. Same as above except Raise density maximum cap to a new, TBD %

3. Eliminate bonus density maximums and equalize bonus 
height
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Analysis – SP# 386 (3901 Fairfax Drive)

For illustrative purposes only to compare alternative zoning ordinance amendments

MEDIUM OAH ZONING: C-O-2.5   12 ST MAX OFFICE; 16 ST MAX RESIDENTIAL/HOTEL
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Analysis – SP#64 (Marymount)

For illustrative purposes only to compare alternative zoning ordinance amendments

MEDIUM OAH ZONING: C-O-2.5   12 ST MAX OFFICE; 16 ST MAX RESIDENTIAL/HOTEL
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Alternatives Analysis and Recommendations
• Alternative 1 best meets the stated objectives

• Allows County Board to determine the specific density levels on 
each project

• Unlike Alt 2A/2B, bonus density purposes do not compete under a 
set maximum level

• Unlike Alt 3, overall density and height would be more in align with 
density levels shown on the GLUP

• Provides more clarity for eligible bonus density purposes

• Improves organization of ACZO regulations

• Each proposal will continue to be evaluated by staff and community, 
and determined by the County Board, whether additional density 
and height is appropriate and suitable for the area
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Proposed Amendments
§15.5.7 and §15.5.9
Changes to Density and Height Maximums:
1. Eliminate the bonus density maximums for 

combinations of affordable housing and community 
facilities. 

2. Eliminate the bonus height provisions, except where 
additional height is permitted by an area plan, sector 
plan, PDSP, etc.
• This would allow the County Board flexibility to achieve goals 

where called for in approved plans
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Proposed Amendments
§15.5.7 and §15.5.9
Organizational Changes and Clarifications:
3. Restructure regulations to consolidate bonus density 

within §15.5.9.  
A. Introduce bonus density regulations for: 
• Sustainable Building Design (i.e., Green Building Density 

Incentive Policy for Site Plans) 
• Other County priorities consistent with adopted County policy

B. Clarify that §15.5.7 allows modifications on use regulations 
except those related to density and height.
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Proposed Amendments
§15.5.7 and §15.5.9

Organizational Changes and Clarifications:
5. Retitle and reorganize subsections within §15.5.9 to 

eliminate confusion and redundancy.
6. Clarify and expand the definition of community facilities 

to include all community amenities, uses, and 
improvements typically considered in exchange for 
additional density (transportation improvements, park 
space, etc.).
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Proposed Amendments
Other proposed changes:
§15.5.1 and §15.5.6
• To clarify the site plan review process is an incentive-based zoning process 

and the County Board has the discretion to approve site plans including 
modifications to zoning standards and to establish conditions of approval in 
consideration of those incentives

§15.5.5
• To clarify findings for the County Board in §15.5.5 that all site plans, 

including those applications requesting additional density and height, shall 
be consistent with or furthering the goals the Arlington County 
Comprehensive Plan and any applicable adopted plans and policies.  

• This would include being consistent with height/ massing guidance 
expressed in the relevant Sector or Area Plan and PDSP entitlements.
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Proposed Amendments
Other proposed changes:
§15.5.8
• No substantive change  
• To correct references to appropriate ACZO regulations
• Relabel the heading for clarification
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Proposed Amendments
Other proposed changes:
§7.11.3 – C-O-1.5, Mixed-Use District
• No substantive change.  
• To update the reference from §15.5.7 to §15.5.9 to reflect proposed citations within 

ordinance for bonus height.

§7.15.4 – C-O Rosslyn, Mixed Use Rosslyn District
• No substantive change.  
• To further clarify that the County Board may consider site and area characteristics 

in approving modifications per §15.5.7, and to provide consistency with proposed 
changes to §15.5.7 that limit the County Board’s ability to modify density and 
heights.

§7.16.5 – C-O Crystal City, Mixed Use Crystal City District
• No substantive change.  
• To further clarify that the County Board may consider site and area characteristics 

in approving modifications per §15.5.7, and to further reinforce that provisions of 
§15.5.9 for approval of additional height and density do not apply in the C-O 
Crystal City district. 
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Proposed Amendments
Applicability: 
• Site Plans using C-O Rosslyn, C-O Crystal City, and C-3 

(in Clarendon with the Medium Density Mixed Use GLUP 
designation) would not be impacted by (or eligible for) 
these changes. 

• These provisions will apply in other areas, under other 
zoning districts where site plans may be approved. 
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Proposed Amendments
Proposed GLUP Amendment
• Revisions to the GLUP Legend and Booklet text are 

recommended to clarify new bonus density regulations.

– Legend
– Booklet – pg. 7/ Purpose and Scope of the General Land Use 

Plan
– Booklet – pg. 32/ Implementation/Site Plan Process
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Schedule

• ZOCO Review – 9/17/19
• NAIOP Review – 9/25/19
• Housing Commission Review - Oct 2019
• Request to Advertise – CB Mtg 10/19/19
• Final Consideration –

– HC Mtg 11/2019 
– PC Mtg 11/4/19 
– CB Mtg 11/16/19
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Discussion
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